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AFC 451

Jan Eisenhardt fonds.
2.7 m of textual records, 1009 photographs : b&w, 218 photographs : col., 13 photographs : reproductions, 55 photographs : negatives, 17 postcards, 7 drawings, 3 posters, 10 scrapbooks, 26 volumes, 1 CD-ROM (photographs)
Biographical Sketch/Administrative History

Eisenhardt, Jan, 1906-2004: Jan (Ian) Eisenhardt was born April 24th, 1906 in Hjørring, Denmark. After attending schools in Denmark and France, Eisenhardt received a scholarship to study at the University of British Columbia’s School of Commerce in 1928. From 1929-1930, Eisenhardt worked as a Playground Attendant for the City of Vancouver before returning to France to play professional football (soccer) for the Olympique de Marseille football club. In 1932, Eisenhardt returned to Vancouver and became the Playground Supervisor for Vancouver. In 1933, Eisenhardt became a Canadian citizen.

In 1934, as the Director of Physical Education for the Province of BC, Eisenhardt developed and led the Provincial Recreation program, popularly known as Pro Rec. In this role and as the Chairman of a federal committee on Youth Welfare, Eisenhardt developed recreation and fitness programs for the unemployed during the Depression. At the outbreak of World War II, Eisenhardt enlisted in the Canadian Army, rising to the rank of Major and becoming the director of the Canadian Army Sports Program in 1943. In 1944, he was named National Director of Physical Fitness for Canada and appointed chair of the National Council on Physical Fitness where he participated in drafting the National Physical Fitness Act. After the war, Eisenhardt became the Director of Staff Activities for the United Nations in New York in 1947 and was later assigned to UNESCO in Paris.

In February of 1950, Eisenhardt became the Supervisor of Physical Education and Recreation for the Indian Affairs branch of the Department of Citizenship and Immigration. In this role, he toured and drafted a physical education programme for residential schools and established the Tom Longboat Awards. By November of 1951, dissatisfied with the lack of support for the physical education program, Eisenhardt resigned from his position effective December 1951. In January 1952, shortly after beginning his job as the Director of Canadair Employees’ Recreation Association in Montreal, he was fired from this position after having allegedly been ‘blacklisted’ by the Canadian government. Eisenhardt later spent years working to clear his name and made a claim for compensation from the government.

In Quebec, Eisenhardt worked for the Community Club in La Tuque in 1953 and was hired by the Dominion Life Assurance Company in Montreal in 1954. Eisenhardt was active in the Danish community in Canada, serving as President of the Danish Club in Montreal from 1960-1965. In the 1970s, Eisenhardt worked as a lecturer of Scandinavian literature and Campus Administrator for John Abbott College where he organized tours of Denmark and East Germany for students. Eisenhardt continued to promote fitness and recreation initiatives, including crossing the Øresund Bridge from Denmark to Sweden in 2000 and Walk for Health, where he visited elementary schools to promote staying active. As a resident of Dorval, Eisenhardt ran for Alderman in 1992 and Mayor in 1998.

Later in life, Eisenhardt received many accolades for his contributions to sport and recreation in Canada including a Canadian Sports Lifetime Achievement Award, a Queen’s Jubilee Medal, and was a member of the Canadian Sports Hall of Fame and the Order of Canada. He received an honorary Doctorate of Laws from Malaspina University College (now Vancouver Island University) in 2004. Jan Eisenhardt married Barbara Ferdon in 1949 and had four children. Barbara died in 1995 and Jan Eisenhardt died on December 26, 2004 at the age of 98.
Scope and Content
Fonds consists of records illustrating Jan Eisenhardt's career leading physical fitness and recreation programs and initiatives as well as his involvement with promoting Danish culture in Canada, running for political office, and attempts to seek compensation for his alleged "blacklisting" by the Canadian government. It also contains personal correspondence and other personal materials. It includes correspondence, clippings, government documents, reports, photographs, scrapbooks, posters, ephemera, magazines, and publications.

Custodial History
The collection was donated by Jan Eisenhardt's daughter, Lisa Eisenhardt-Spillane, in 2017. Prior to the donation, the records were in the possession of researchers at Western University who had full access to the material.

Languages
English, Danish, and French

Restrictions
Access to certain records in the Personal Correspondence and Records series is restricted. Requests for access must be made by submitting a Research Access Request.

Arrangement
Series 1 British Columbia Pro Rec
Series 2 Canadian Army
Series 3 National Physical Fitness
Series 4 United Nations
Series 5 Residential Schools
Series 6 Danish Club of Montreal
Series 7 John Abbott College
Series 8 Health and Fitness Initiatives
Series 9 Blacklisting
Series 10 Achievements and Awards
Series 11 Personal Correspondence and Records

Title Notes
File level titles in square brackets have been supplied by the archivist; otherwise, file titles have been supplied by the creator.
Series Descriptions

AFC 451-S1 British Columbia Pro Rec.
17 cm of textual records, 298 photographs: b&w, 13 photographs: col., 9 postcards, 5 scrapbooks, 6 volumes

Scope and Content
Series contains records related to Eisenhardt's work as the Director of Physical Education for the Provincial Recreation (Pro Rec) program in British Columbia. It includes correspondence, clippings, articles, speaking notes, photographs, and magazines documenting the activities of the Pro Rec program, including mass displays of athleticism. Scrapbooks contain clippings about both Pro Rec and other fitness and recreation news in other provinces. A photo album (from which the photographs have been rehoused for preservation purposes) contains images of Eisenhardt as well as Pro Rec instructors and students demonstrating and participating in competitions for sports including skiing, fencing, and gymnastics. It also contains images of the buildings and an athletic competition which took place at the Christie Indian School on April 11, 1940.

AFC 451-S1-F1 [Pro Rec Clippings Scrapbook]. -- 1934-1936. -- Box Number AFC 451-14/1
AFC 451-S1-F2 Campaign for Health. -- 1934-1938. -- Box Number AFC 451-1/1
AFC 451-S1-F3 Pro Rec. -- 1934-1941. -- Box Number AFC 451-1/2
AFC 451-S1-F4 Pro Rec. -- [1934-1942?]. -- Box Number AFC 451-1/3
AFC 451-S1-F5 Scrap[book], Compliments of Vancouver Daily Province. -- 1935-1937. -- Box Number AFC 451-12/1
AFC 451-S1-F6 [Photo Album]. -- 1936-1945. -- Box Number AFC 451-15
AFC 451-S1-F7 Pro Rec. -- 1936, 1954. -- Box Number AFC 451-1/4
AFC 451-S1-F8 General Scrap Book, Compliments of Vancouver Daily Province. -- 1937-1938. - - Box Number AFC 451-12/2
AFC 451-S1-F9 [Pro Rec Clippings and Photographs]. -- 1937-1939. -- Box Number AFC 451-1/5
AFC 451-S1-F10 Pro Rec Filed Clippings. -- 1937-1947. -- Box Number AFC 451-1/6
AFC 451-S1-F11 Addresses [speaking notes]. -- 1937-1950. -- Box Number AFC 451-1/7
AFC 451-S1-F14 [Pro Rec Programs and Articles]. -- 1938-[1943?], 2004. -- Box Number AFC 451-1/10
AFC 451-S1-F15 Compliments of Vancouver Daily Province [scrapbook]. -- 1939. -- Box Number AFC 451-13/1
AFC 451-S1-F16 Compliments of Vancouver Daily Province [scrapbook]. -- 1939-1940. -- Box Number AFC 451-13/2
AFC 451-S1-F17 [Pro Rec Correspondence]. -- 1939-1940. -- Box Number AFC 451-1/11
AFC 451-S1-F18 [Magazines]. -- 1939, 1944. -- Box Number AFC 451-14/2
AFC 451-S1-F19 [Notes and Photograph]. -- 2001-2004. -- Box Number AFC 451-1/12

AFC 451-S1-F20 Vancouver Revisit 2001 Articles. -- 2001. -- Box Number AFC 451-1/13

AFC 451-S1-F21 Vancouver Reunion. -- 2002-2004. -- Box Number AFC 451-1/14

AFC 451-S1-I1 Dominion-Provincial Youth Training: Physical Recreation 1939 Summer School of Recreation and Physical Education. -- 1939. -- Box Number AFC 451-19

AFC 451-S1-I2 Fitness for today... and tomorrow. -- 1944. -- Box Number AFC 451-20/1

AFC 451-S1-I3 Development of Public Recreation in Canada by E.M. McFarland. -- 1978. -- Box Number AFC 451-19

AFC 451-S1-I4 History of Pro Rec by B. Schrodt. -- 1979. -- Box Number AFC 451-19
AFC 451-S2 Canadian Army.
28 cm of textual records, 75 photographs : b&w, 3 photographs : negatives

Scope and Content
Series contains records related to Eisenhardt's service in the Canadian Army during the Second World War. It includes originals and reproductions of correspondence, clippings, photographs, and reports on Wartime Recreation and for the Wartime Information Board.

AFC 451-S2-F1 Letters re Army also Addresses made after Enlistment. -- 1939-1940. -- Box Number AFC 451-2/1

AFC 451-S2-F2 General Items [articles and clippings]. -- 1939, 1970. -- Box Number AFC 451-2/2

AFC 451-S2-F3 [Clippings and Correspondence]. -- [1939?] - 1944, 2001. -- Box Number AFC 451-2/3

AFC 451-S2-F4 Wartime Information Guide to Youth Training. -- 1940. -- Box Number AFC 451-2/4

AFC 451-S2-F5 Report on Recreation. -- 1942-1943. -- Box Number AFC 451-2/5

AFC 451-S2-F6 Selective Service, Nat. F.B.. -- 1942-1943. -- Box Number AFC 451-2/6

AFC 451-S2-F7 Newspaper Clippings for Captain Eisenhardt. -- 1942-1943. -- Box Number AFC 451-2/7

AFC 451-S2-F8 Wartime Recreation . -- 1942-1947. -- Box Number AFC 451-2/8

AFC 451-S2-F9 Correspondence; Wartime Recreation. -- February 1943. -- Box Number AFC 451-2/9

AFC 451-S2-F10 Correspondence. -- March 1943. -- Box Number AFC 451-2/10

AFC 451-S2-F11 N.S.S. Newspaper Clippings for Captain Ian Eisenhardt. -- 1943. -- Box Number AFC 451-2/11

AFC 451-S2-F12 A Guide to Industrial Community Recreation and Labour Sports Clubs. -- 1943. -- Box Number AFC 451-2/12

AFC 451-S2-F13 Wartime Information [clippings]. -- 1943. -- Box Number AFC 451-2/13

AFC 451-S2-F14 Report on Recreation; Report on Youth Information. -- 1943. -- Box Number AFC 451-2/14

AFC 451-S2-F15 Canadian Army Boxing Finals. -- 1944. -- Box Number AFC 451-2/18

AFC 451-S2-F16 Army Sports. -- 1943-1944. -- Box Number AFC 451-2/15

AFC 451-S2-F17 Army Sports. -- 1943-1944. -- Box Number AFC 451-2/16

AFC 451-S2-F18 National Army Boxing Competition . -- 1944. -- Box Number AFC 451-2/17

AFC 451-S2-F19 Army Data [correspondence and photograph negatives]. -- 1946. -- Box Number AFC 451-2/19

AFC 451-S2-F20 [Army Clippings, Correspondence and Photograph Negative, some reproductions of items dating 1940-1962]. -- 1946-1980. -- Box Number AFC 451-2/20

AFC 451-S2-F21 [Wartime Recreation Clippings and Correspondence]. -- [194-]. -- Box Number AFC 451-2/21
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AFC 451-S2-F22 [Army Photographs]. – [194-?]. – Box Number AFC 451-2/22

AFC 451-S2-F23 Regiment du Hull. – 1951. – Box Number AFC 451-2/23

AFC 451-S2-F24 Department of National Defense Personal Selection Report. – 1951. – Box Number AFC 451-2/24

AFC 451-S2-F25 Army, mostly Black Watch [includes reproductions of originals dated 1960]. – 1962. – Box Number AFC 451-14/3

AFC 451-S3 National Physical Fitness.
8 cm of textual records, 11 volumes

Scope and Content
Series contains records related to Eisenhardt's work drafting the National Physical Fitness Act. It includes clippings, correspondence, reports, telegraphs, minutes, and materials for speeches and radio broadcasts.

- AFC 451-S3-F1 Magazines in which Articles Appear. -- 1938-1946. -- Box Number AFC 451-14/4
- AFC 451-S3-F2 Articles Written by Major Eisenhardt. -- 1939-1953. -- Box Number AFC 451-1/15
- AFC 451-S3-F3 Canada's Guide to National Physical Fitness. -- 1943. -- Box Number AFC 451-1/16
- AFC 451-S3-F4 Municipal Recreation Unfinished Project. -- 1944-1946. -- Box Number AFC 451-1/17
- AFC 451-S3-F6 Ongoing [Physical Fitness Division, Department of Health and Welfare]. -- 1946-1947. -- Box Number AFC 451-1/19
AFC 451-S4 United Nations.
7 cm of textual records, 105 photographs : b&w, 1 scrapbook

Scope and Content
Series contains records related to Eisenhardt's work as the Director of Staff Activities for the United Nations in New York. It includes correspondence, clippings, photographs, meeting minutes, newsletters, memos, and notes.

AFC 451-S4-F1 United Nations Articles. -- 1937-1947. -- Box Number AFC 451-1/20
AFC 451-S4-F2 UN Recreation Club. -- 1940, [1947?]. -- Box Number AFC 451-1/21
AFC 451-S4-F4 [UN Clippings, Correspondence, and Photographs]. -- 1946-1949. -- Box Number AFC 451-1/22
AFC 451-S4-F5 UN Rec Plans and Suggestions. -- 1947-1948. -- Box Number AFC 451-1/23
AFC 451-S4-F6 [Correspondence and Reproduction of 1947 UN meeting minutes]. -- 1964. -- Box Number AFC 451-1/24
AFC 451-S5 Residential Schools.
35 cm of textual records, 354 photographs : b&w, 9 photographs : reproductions, 24 photographs : negatives, 8 postcards, 7 drawings, 3 posters, 1 scrapbook, 6 volumes

Scope and Content
Series contains records related to Eisenhardt’s position as the Supervisor of Physical Education and Recreation for the Indian Affairs branch of the Department of Citizenship and Immigration from 1950-1951. It includes correspondence, clippings, newsletters, posters, photographs, and a series of photo journals of Eisenhardt’s "tours of inspection" of residential schools throughout Canada.

AFC 451-S5-F1 Film Strips Tom Longboat. -- [1907?]-1951. -- Box Number AFC 451-3/1
AFC 451-S5-F2 [Tom Longboat Awards Clippings, Correspondence and Contracts]. -- 1908-1909. -- Box Number AFC 451-3/2
AFC 451-S5-F3 [Clippings]. -- 1937-1948. -- Box Number AFC 451-3/3
AFC 451-S5-F4 Photos Indian Affairs. -- [193?-195-?]. -- Box Number AFC 451-3/4
AFC 451-S5-F5 [Clippings]. -- 1945, 1950. -- Box Number AFC 451-3/5
AFC 451-S5-F6 [Correspondence, Including Resignation]. -- 1946-1951. -- Box Number AFC 451-3/6
AFC 451-S5-F7 [Correspondence]. -- 1947-1952. -- Box Number AFC 451-3/7
AFC 451-S5-F8 [Correspondence, Clippings, and Pamphlets]. -- 1948-1952. -- Box Number AFC 451-3/8
AFC 451-S5-F10 South Yukon Indian Schools Sports Meeting. -- 1950. -- Box Number AFC 451-3/10
AFC 451-S5-F11 Caughnawaga. -- 1950. -- Box Number AFC 451-3/11
AFC 451-S5-F12 [Tours of Inspection]. -- 1950. -- Box Number AFC 451-3/12
AFC 451-S5-F13 [Correspondence and Travel Log]. -- 1950. -- Box Number AFC 451-3/13
AFC 451-S5-F14 [Photographs, Tours of Inspection]. -- 1950-1951. -- Box Number AFC 451-3/14
AFC 451-S5-F15 Reports on Sports and Social Activities. -- 1950-1951. -- Box Number AFC 451-3/15
AFC 451-S5-F16 [Clippings and Postcards]. -- 1950-1951. -- Box Number AFC 451-3/16
AFC 451-S5-F17 [Scrapbook, Clippings]. -- 1950-1951. -- Box Number AFC 451-14/5
AFC 451-S5-F19 The Iroquois Today [illustrated poster]. -- [1950?]. -- Box Number AFC 451-14/6
AFC 451-S5-F20 Caughnawaga. -- 1951. -- Box Number AFC 451-3/18
AFC 451-S5-F21 Rendez-Vous at Fort William Ont. [and] Port Arthur Agency. -- 1951. -- Box Number AFC 451-3/19

AFC 451-S5-F22 Work Carried Out at Manitoulin Island, Sault St Marie and Port Arthur. -- 1951. -- Box Number AFC 451-3/20

AFC 451-S5-F23 First Annual Buckskin Gloves [tournament poster]. -- 1951. -- Box Number AFC 451-14/7

AFC 451-S5-F24 Buckskin Gloves. -- 1951. -- Box Number AFC 451-3/21

AFC 451-S5-F25 Kenora Hockey Tournament. -- 1951. -- Box Number AFC 451-3/22

AFC 451-S5-F26 Wikwemikong. -- 1951. -- Box Number AFC 451-3/23

AFC 451-S5-F27 [Correspondence, Tours of Inspection]. -- 1951. -- Box Number AFC 451-3/24

AFC 451-S5-F28 [Sioux Lookout Blackhawks Hockey Games]. -- 1951. -- Box Number AFC 451-3/25

AFC 451-S5-F29 Hockey [Black Hawks vs Ottawa Playgrounds Teams poster]. -- 1951. -- Box Number AFC 451-14/8

AFC 451-S5-F30 [Correspondence and Resignation]. -- 1951-1952. -- Box Number AFC 451-3/26


AFC 451-S5-F34 Alert Bay. -- [195-]. -- Box Number AFC 451-3/30

AFC 451-S5-F35 Kenora R.S. (RC). -- [195-]. -- Box Number AFC 451-3/31

AFC 451-S5-F36 Blood - Peigan - St Cyprian - St Paul - Onion Lake. -- [195-]. -- Box Number AFC 451-3/32

AFC 451-S5-F37 IRS Mission - Squamish, St Mary's, Tournour Island. -- [195-]. -- Box Number AFC 451-3/33

AFC 451-S5-F38 [Clippings and Photographs]. -- [195-]. -- Box Number AFC 451-3/34

AFC 451-S5-F39 Maori [photographs]. -- [195-?]. -- Box Number AFC 451-3/35

AFC 451-S5-F40 [Tom Longboat Awards Photographs]. -- [195-?]. -- Box Number AFC 451-3/36

AFC 451-S5-F41 [Graphite Drawings]. -- [195-?]. -- Box Number AFC 451-14/9

AFC 451-S5-F42 Indians of Canada. -- [195-?]. -- Box Number AFC 451-3/37

AFC 451-S5-F43 [Correspondence]. -- [195-]1961. -- Box Number AFC 451-3/38


AFC 451-S5-F45 Kahn-Tineta Horn [correspondence and clippings]. -- 1964-1966. -- Box Number AFC 451-3/40
AFC 451-S5-F49 [Pamphlets by Aren Akweks]. -- [19--]. -- Box Number AFC 451-20/3
AFC 451-S5-F50 [Newsletter and Scholarly Papers]. -- [191-]-1949. -- Box Number AFC 451-20/4
AFC 451-S5-F51 [National Museum of Canada Pamphlets]. -- 1937-1939. -- Box Number AFC 451-20/5
AFC 451-S5-I1 The Treaties of Canada with the Indians of Manitoba and the North-West Territories by The Hon. Alexander Morris, P.C. . -- [1880?]. -- Box Number AFC 451-21
AFC 451-S5-I2 People of the Plains by Amelia M. Paget . -- 1909. -- Box Number AFC 451-21
AFC 451-S5-I3 Canada: the Foundations of its Future by Stephen Leacock . -- 1941. -- Box Number AFC 451-21
AFC 451-S5-I4 The Book of Indian-Crafts and Costumes by Bernard S. Mason. -- 1946. -- Box Number AFC 451-21
AFC 451-S5-I5 Special Joint Committee of the Senate and the House of Commons appointed to examine and consider the Indian Act: minutes of proceedings and evidence No. 1 - 10. -- 1946. -- Box Number AFC 451-21
AFC 451-S5-I6 Tom Longboat by Bruce Kidd. -- [1980?]. -- Box Number AFC 451-21
AFC 451-S6 Danish Club of Montreal.  
25 cm of textual records, 21 photographs : b&w, 7 photographs : col.  
Scope and Content  
Series contains records related to Eisenhardt’s activities as a both a member and the President of the Danish Club (Den Danske Klub) of Montreal. It includes clippings, photographs, event programs, and pamphlets documenting Danish Club events (including a soccer tournament), trips Eisenhardt made to and tourism information for Denmark, and Canadian Dominion Day celebrations held in Denmark in 1960.  

AFC 451-S6-F1 [Photographs]. -- 1936-1962. -- Box Number AFC 451-8/1  
AFC 451-S6-F2 Danish Material. -- 1940-2003. -- Box Number AFC 451-8/2  
AFC 451-S6-F6 [Danish Club]. -- 1960-1961. -- Box Number AFC 451-8/6  
AFC 451-S6-F10 [Danish Club]. -- 1961. -- Box Number AFC 451-8/10  
AFC 451-S6-F11 Denmark and the Danes. -- 1961-1995. -- Box Number AFC 451-8/11  
AFC 451-S6-F12 Denmark and the Danes. -- 1979, 1995. -- Box Number AFC 451-8/12  
AFC 451-S6-F13 [Correspondence and Speaking Notes]. -- 1983-[198-?]. -- Box Number AFC 451-8/13  
AFC 451-S6-F14 [Clippings and Tourism Material]. -- 1984-2004. -- Box Number AFC 451-8/14
AFC 451-S7 John Abbott College.
24 cm of textual records, 120 photographs : b&w, 26 photographs : col., 6 photographs : negatives

Scope and Content
Series contains records related to two trips Eisenhardt led with students from John Abbott College. The first trip, in 1977, was to Denmark and the second, in 1981, to East Germany and Scandinavia. It includes correspondence, clippings, photographs, a travel journal, travel itineraries, course materials and syllabi, postcards, and ephemera.

AFC 451-S7-F1 [John Abbott College Trip to Denmark, Pamphlets and Photographs]. -- 1941-1980. -- Box Number AFC 451-9/1

AFC 451-S7-F2 [Correspondence, Clippings, and Photographs]. -- [194-?-197-?], 1986-1995. -- Box Number AFC 451-9/2

AFC 451-S7-F3 Denmark Röd Frakker. -- 1961-[2000?]. -- Box Number AFC 451-9/3


AFC 451-S7-F5 [Fencing Course Materials]. -- 1974-1979. -- Box Number AFC 451-9/5

AFC 451-S7-F6 [Denmark Trip Correspondence, Travel Itinerary and Syllabus]. -- 1975-1978, predominant 1976-1977. -- Box Number AFC 451-9/6

AFC 451-S7-F7 [Correspondence, John Abbott College]. -- 1976-1977. -- Box Number AFC 451-9/7

AFC 451-S7-F8 [Course and Travel Material]. -- 1976-1986. -- Box Number AFC 451-9/8

AFC 451-S7-F9 John Abbott College Travel '77 Denmark [travel journal]. -- 1977. -- Box Number AFC 451-9/9

AFC 451-S7-F10 To my Darling Wife Barbara, in Memory of JAC Travel '77 Denmark [reproduction of travel journal]. -- 1977-1978. -- Box Number AFC 451-9/10


AFC 451-S7-F12 [Denmark Trip Correspondence and Clippings]. -- 1977, 1989, predominant 1977. -- Box Number AFC 451-9/12


AFC 451-S7-F14 Danish Postcards and Memorabilia. -- 1979, [197-?]. -- Box Number AFC 451-9/14

AFC 451-S7-F15 [Denmark and East Germany Trip Correspondence, Clippings, and Travel Materials]. -- 1979-1981. -- Box Number AFC 451-9/15

AFC 451-S7-F16 [Correspondence and Clippings]. -- [197-?-198-?]. -- Box Number AFC 451-9/16
AFC 451-S8 Health and Fitness Initiatives.
40 cm of textual records, 1 photograph : b&w, 71 photographs : colour, 1 scrapbook, 3 volumes

Scope and Content
Series contains records related to the health and fitness related initiatives Eisenhardt participated in or advocated for in later life. These initiatives include Walk for Health (Marchons pour la Sante), an initiative where Eisenhardt visited elementary schools in Canada to promote walking and other physical activities, as well as the opening of the National Trail in Canada and the Øresund Bridge from Denmark to Sweden. It includes clippings, correspondence, photographs, pamphlets, proposals, and speaking notes.

AFC 451-S8-F1 Bestemmelser for Idrætsmærket. – 1932. – Box Number AFC 451-6/1
AFC 451-S8-F4 History of Physical Education. – 1940-1947, [2001?]. – Box Number AFC 451-6/4
AFC 451-S8-F5 [Clippings and Photographs]. – 1944-2004. – Box Number AFC 451-6/5
AFC 451-S8-F6 [Clippings and Correspondence]. – 1945, 1997-2004. – Box Number AFC 451-14/10
AFC 451-S8-F8 [Clippings and Correspondence]. – [194-?]-1948, 1997-2004. – Box Number AFC 451-6/7
AFC 451-S8-F10 National Trail and Hiking. – 1958, 1999-2001. – Box Number AFC 451-6/9
AFC 451-S8-F13 [Clippings]. – 1992-2003. – Box Number AFC 451-14/11
AFC 451-S8-F14 Ottawa Miscellaneous. – 1994, 2002-2003. – Box Number AFC 451-6/12
AFC 451-S8-F16 [Correspondence]. – 1996-2001. – Box Number AFC 451-6/14
AFC 451-S8-F17 [Speaking Notes, Eisenhardt and Bruce Kidd]. – 1998-1999. – Box Number AFC 451-6/15
AFC 451-S8-F18 Sports Articles and Letters. – 1998-2003. – Box Number AFC 451-6/16
AFC 451-S8-F19 [Correspondence]. – 1999-2001. – Box Number AFC 451-6/17
AFC 451-S8-F20 Eremitageløb. -- 2000. -- Box Number AFC 451-6/18
AFC 451-S8-F21 Broløbet. -- 2000. -- Box Number AFC 451-6/19
AFC 451-S8-F28 [Cedar Park School Album]. -- 2001. -- Box Number AFC 451-16
AFC 451-S8-F29 [Clippings and Correspondence]. -- 2001-[200-]. -- Box Number AFC 451-6/26
AFC 451-S8-F30 Walk for Health. -- 2002. -- Box Number AFC 451-6/27
AFC 451-S8-F31 [Walk for Health School Thank You Notes]. -- 2002. -- Box Number AFC 451-10/1
AFC 451-S8-F32 Westboro Academy [yearbook]. -- 2002. -- Box Number AFC 451-10/2
AFC 451-S8-F33 [Cross Canada Walk for Health]. -- 2003. -- Box Number AFC 451-10/3
AFC 451-S8-F34 [Walk for Health]. -- 2003. -- Box Number AFC 451-10/4
AFC 451-S8-F35 Cross Canada Walk for Health Final Report [draft]. -- 2003. -- Box Number AFC 451-10/5
AFC 451-S9 Blacklisting.
17 cm of textual records

Scope and Content
Series contains records related to Eisenhardt's attempts in later life to research why he may have been "blacklisted" by the government following his resignation from Indian Affairs as well as his subsequent claim for compensation from the Canadian government. It includes clippings of media coverage of his claims, correspondence with legal counsel, politicians and government agencies, and documents obtained through an Access to Information request.

AFC 451-S9-F1 UnCanadians. -- 1934-2002. -- Box Number AFC 451-7/1
AFC 451-S9-F2 [Correspondence and Clippings]. -- 1994-2004. -- Box Number AFC 451-7/2
AFC 451-S9-F3 [Correspondence and Access to Information Request]. -- 1996-2001. -- Box Number AFC 451-7/3
AFC 451-S9-F4 UnCanadian Court Case. -- 1997-1998. -- Box Number AFC 451-7/4
AFC 451-S9-F6 Irwin Cottler M.P.. -- 1999-2003. -- Box Number AFC 451-7/6
AFC 451-S9-F7 [Correspondence]. -- [199-]-2002. -- Box Number AFC 451-7/7
AFC 451-S9-F8 Small Claims Court. -- 2002. -- Box Number AFC 451-7/8
AFC 451-S9-F9 [Correspondence and Clippings, Reproductions]. -- 2002, [200-]. -- Box Number AFC 451-7/9
AFC 451-S9-F10 [Reproductions of Records from the City of Vancouver Archives dating 1928-1935]. -- 2003. -- Box Number AFC 451-7/10
AFC 451-S9-F14 [Correspondence, Reproductions of Originals dating 1932-1935]. -- [200-?]. -- Box Number AFC 451-7/14
AFC 451-S9-F15 [Correspondence and Clippings, Reproductions of Originals dating 1941-2002]. -- [200-?]. -- Box Number AFC 451-7/15
AFC 451-S10 Achievements and Awards.
13 cm of textual records, 62 photographs: col., 24 photographs: reproductions, 11 photographs: negatives, 1 CD-ROM (photographs)

Scope and Content
Series contains records related to accolades Eisenhardt has received for his contributions to sport and recreation in Canada, including the Order of Canada, Queen's Golden Jubilee Medal, a Canadian Sports Award for Lifetime Achievement, and an honourary doctorate from Malaspina University College. It includes clippings, correspondence, photographs, nomination documents, ceremony programs, and drafts of speeches.

AFC 451-S10-F1 [Canadian Sports Awards]. -- 1999. -- Box Number AFC 451-7/16
AFC 451-S10-F2 Canadian Sports Awards Media Kit. -- 1999. -- Box Number AFC 451-7/17
AFC 451-S10-F4 [Clippings]. -- [1999?-200?-?]. -- Box Number AFC 451-7/19
AFC 451-S10-F5 [Queen's Golden Jubilee Medal]. -- 2002. -- Box Number AFC 451-7/20
AFC 451-S10-F6 Malaspina University College Bestowment of Honorary Doctor of Laws Degree. -- 2003-2004. -- Box Number AFC 451-7/21
AFC 451-S10-F7 Malaspina University College Spring Convocation. -- 2004. -- Box Number AFC 451-7/22
AFC 451-S10-F8 [Malaspina University College Convocation Photos]. -- 2004. -- Box Number AFC 451-7/23
AFC 451-S11 Personal Correspondence and Records.
50 cm of textual records, 35 photographs : b&w, 39 photographs : col., 1 photograph : reproduction, 11 postcards, 2 scrapbooks

Scope and Content
Series contains personal correspondence with friends and family sent or received by Eisenhardt as well as correspondence, clippings, notes, and other records documenting Eisenhardt’s campaigns for Alderman and Mayor in Dorval (in 1992 and 1998, respectively), his employment in La Tuque, Quebec, and drafts of original stories and articles about political issues. Also included is a scrapbook containing clippings and photographs documenting Eisenhardt’s earlier life, before 1935.

Restrictions
The following files in this series are restricted due to third-party or sensitive information: AFC 451-S11-F17 and AFC 451-S11-F22

AFC 451-S11-F1 [Scrapbook, Early Life]. -- [192-]-1935. -- Box Number AFC 451-17
AFC 451-S11-F2 Diverse Letters. -- 1931-1980. -- Box Number AFC 451-10/6
AFC 451-S11-F3 [Correspondence]. -- 1937-2004. -- Box Number AFC 451-10/7
AFC 451-S11-F4 Original Stories. -- [193-?-1993. -- Box Number AFC 451-10/8
AFC 451-S11-F6 [Correspondence and Clippings]. -- 1941-1990. -- Box Number AFC 451-10/10
AFC 451-S11-F7 Copies [clippings and speaking notes]. -- 1944-1945, [199-?]. -- Box Number AFC 451-10/11
AFC 451-S11-F8 Community La Tuque. -- 1946, 1953. -- Box Number AFC 451-10/12
AFC 451-S11-F9 [Correspondence, Clippings, and Notes]. -- [ca. 1947], 1960, 1998. -- Box Number AFC 451-10/13
AFC 451-S11-F10 Photocopies [clippings, correspondence, and photographs]. -- [194-], 1984-2001. -- Box Number AFC 451-10/14
AFC 451-S11-F12 La Tuque [scrapbook]. -- 1953. -- Box Number AFC 451-18
AFC 451-S11-F16 [Personal Correspondence]. -- 1984-2000, predominant 1984-1990. -- Box Number AFC 451-10/19
AFC 451-S11-F19 [Correspondence and Clippings]. -- 1991-2004. -- Box Number AFC 451-11/2


AFC 451-S11-F23 Personal and Danish Correspondence. -- 1994-2002. -- Box Number AFC 451-11/5


AFC 451-S11-F27 [Correspondence]. -- 2002-2003. -- Box Number AFC 451-11/9

AFC 451-S11-F28 Letters Xmas. -- 2003. -- Box Number AFC 451-11/10